A relatively overlooked factor in both global and local methods of health monitoring is the nonlinear stiffness of structures caused by the cycling of cracks and delaminations. Global methods of health monitoring use modal parameters or frequency response functions in an inverse procedure to quantify damage in structures with thick sections. Global approaches use fewer sensors that detect only significantly large damage in structures due to damage caused by transient vibration. However, local methods use Lamb wave propagation to detect small damage within a structure by an array of closely spaced sensors and actuators. Local methods also become more difficult to use on thick or non-homogeneous materials because wave propagation becomes complex. This paper develops a combined time series and wavelet analysis technique to improve damage detection in either thick, complex geometry, or non-homogeneous materials. A wavelet transmittance function (WTF) is defined as the ratio of continuous wavelet transforms from the time responses at different locations on a structure. A new damage indicator was developed based upon wavelet transmittance function. The novelty of the method lies in the fact that a near real time inference about the damage and the approximate extent of damage can be drawn without historical data. A simulated model is illustrated to highlight the potential of the new damage indicator on a thick aluminum specimen. Then, experimental signal data from two sets of different experiments conducted on thick structures with a crack and a delamination were analyzed using the wavelet transmittance function to detect the presence and extent of the damages as reflected on the WTF maps. This paper mainly deals with the development of WTF and the associated damage indicator by analyzing the simulated and experimental sets of data.
Introduction
Many methods of damage detection are under investigation and these methods have been successful in laboratory settings using thin plate type structures. However, fewer investigations have considered damage detection in thick materials. Health monitoring becomes more difficult in thick materials, and non-homogeneous investigated from which damage may be easier to detect and roughly quantify. Since much of vibration based damage detection theory is based on using the Fourier transform (FT), the limitation of the FT for analyzing transient signals is briefly discussed first. Then, a time signal and wavelet-based method of damage detection is proposed and experimentally investigated.
Damage detection theory
Modal analysis and frequency domain methods of damage detection are based on the Frequency Response Functions (FRFs) of a structure. Computationally, the FRFs are obtained by taking the Fourier Transform (FT) of the steady-state time responses, which is divided by the FT of the excitations of the structure. The FT is defined as:
where f (t) is the time function, j = √ −1, t is time, and ω is radian frequency. The FT analyzes a signal using basis functions that extend for an infinite time. This is a good representation for steady-state stationary signals, however, transient signals within a steady-state signal are averaged out and their time reference is lost when the FT operation is performed. Thus, transient events from structures with damage may not be detected.
To overcome this limitation of the FT, the Short Time Fourier Transform (STFT) signal analysis method was developed in which a windowed function for the Fourier transform (FT) is used to examine a section of the time signal centered at a particular time u. The classical STFT defined by Gabor is:
where u is the translation of the window function and is the frequency [4] . Also, f (t) is the given signal, and g(t − u) is the window function. This transform is called the STFT because the multiplication by g(t − u) localizes the Fourier integral in the neighborhood of t = u. By repeating the FT at each centered time window, this process will reveal if a particular frequency is present in the signal during that time segment. This linear time-frequency transformation localizes the signal content into frequency and time information. However, there is still a limitation of the STFT. The precision of the time and frequency information is determined by the size of the time window, which is constant for all frequencies when using the STFT. If the size of the time window could vary with frequency, this would increase accuracy. However, there is also a limitation here, the time and frequency resolution that can be obtained are dependent, and the time-frequency dependence is linked in the Heisenberg uncertainty principle [5] . Subject to the constraints defined by the uncertainty principle, wavelets can be developed to provide windowing with variable-sized regions. This produces more precise low and high frequency information.
Time-frequency resolution
The Heisenberg uncertainty principle states that the energy spread of a time function f (t) and its Fourier transformf (ω) cannot be simultaneously computed with arbitrarily small resolution. Gabor defined timefrequency atoms as waveforms that minimize the energy spread of a signal in the time-frequency plane. By windowing the area, the energy can spread for a particular Gabor atom in both time and frequency producing a Heisenberg rectangle. Ideally, this rectangle could shrink to a point that provides exact frequency information at any time. In actuality, the Heisenberg Uncertainty theorem shows that the minimum rectangular area achievable by a Gabor atom is:
where σ t and σ ω are the standard deviations that represent energy spread in the time and frequency domains, respectively. The definitions of the temporal variance and the frequency variance of the window function g are:
Furthermore, consider a scale factor applied to the Heisenberg Uncertainty principle. A scale applied to the definition of variance yields a Heisenberg rectangle with varying resolution. The scaled variance in time and frequency altered by the scale "a" yields:
This is the relationship between the scale parameter and the energy spread of the function in time and frequency as: aσ st and σsω a , respectively [5] . This relationship explains how the wavelet transform can increase resolution in time thus emphasizing the frequency transients or non-linear characteristics in a signal. Smaller scales decrease the time spread and increase the frequency spread, which is shifted to higher frequencies while the area of the rectangles remains constant.
The continuous wavelet transform
A wavelet function ψ(t) must satisfy certain criteria. Wavelets are functions in the Hilbert space (the Hilbert space is a vector space that has a norm, inner product, and Hermitian symmetry) and are written in the form; ψ ∈ L 2 ( ), where L 2 ( ) is the space of finite energy functions. These wavelets (ψ) have a zero average and their magnitude is bound through positive and negative infinite. The family of functions (ψ) whose axes shift in both time and scale are shown in the following generalized wavelet equation [6] :
The translation and scaling domains of the wavelet correspond to u and a in Eq. (8), respectively. Equation (8) also represents a normalized wavelet atom that is obtained by the translation and scaling of the mother wavelet ψ. The Continuous Wavelet Transform (CWT) is defined to be:
where P si * is the complex conjugate wavelet applied to the signal f (t). Equation (9) produces CWT coefficients that are a function of scale and translation. With the complex form of Ψ, the separation of amplitude and phase components can be performed.
The Morlet wavelet is used as the CWT because it has a direct conversion between scale and frequency that is useful to show the frequency content of vibration signals. The Morlet wavelet used here is defined as [7] :
The Ψ(t) wavelet is computed at the center frequency ω o for every time point t. Thus, the Morlet wavelet has the advantage of computing the time-frequency plot for every frequency present within a signal. Also, the Morlet wavelet can be scaled to identify the effects of damage on the structural responses.
However, discrete wavelet analysis provides spacesaving coding and is efficient for reconstruction. Although, continuous wavelet analysis is often easier to interpret since its redundancy tends to reinforce the traits. This is especially true for detecting subtle trends in sinusoidal like signals. Very few wavelets have an explicit analytical expression. Notable exceptions are the Mexican Hat and the Morlet wavelet. In contrast to the discrete wavelet transform, the CWT is also continuous in terms of shifting: during computation, the analyzing wavelet is shifted smoothly over the full domain of the analyzed function.
Transmittance functions
A Transmittance Function (TF) is the ratio of FRFs at two spatial locations on a structure. Transmittance functions can detect changes in the properties of a structure. The derivation of the TF is shown starting with the equations of motion for a structure:
where x(t) is the displacement vector of a structure and M , C, K, are the mass, damping, and stiffness matrices, and F (t) is the forcing vector. Performing the Laplace transform on Eq. (11) with zero initial conditions yields:
where s = σ|jω. Setting σ = 0 yields the Fourier transform, and rearranging gives:
where
is the FRF matrix of the structure. Consider the case in which the excitation is applied at one point on the structure. Equation (13) becomes in matrix form: where only the force F 2 is nonzero. The TF between response points 1 and 2 on the structure is [8] :
The h 12 and h 22 are the individual FRFs for the response locations 1 and 2 on the structure due to a force at point 2 on the structure. For a single excitation, the TF is independent of F (t). The complex TF quantifies the relative dynamic properties of a structure. As the response points 1 and 2 move spatially closer together, the TF approaches unity. Thus, the TFs of a structure can indicate levels of damage, which occur in the mass, damping, or stiffness parameters as a function of the frequency of excitation, and the effect of a single force is removed. The TF is very sensitive to damage because it is a ratio of functions with many peaks and valleys. The TF is based on the FT operation. As discussed, the FT has limitations in detecting nonlinear responses of structures due to damage. Therefore, the TF is extended to use wavelets.
Wavelet Transmittance Function (WTF) is developed as a quick signal processing method for damage detection. The WTF is written as [9] :
which is a real quantity in which the wavelet transform 
The Morlet wavelet is used here in computing the WTF. Additionally, the mean amplitude S of the wavelet transform is:
From this, a normalized damage indicator (NDI) is computed as:
Here S is the average of all the amplitude values in the WTF map, N pts is the number of points in the 2-D wavelet map, h refers to the healthy structure, and d refers to the damaged structure. 
Simulated damage detection in a thick aluminum beam using WTF and NDI
Damage detection in thick materials may need different approaches than the wave propagation methods used for thin plate structures [10] [11] [12] [13] . To verify the potential of the WTF, a simple finite element EulerBernoulli beam model is developed. This analytical model is used to study the capability of WTF method to detect damage and to compare with the experimental results. However, this model is not a detailed fatigue crack finite element model, which simulates the high frequency acoustic emission generated from a crack closure. Instead, the model will provide a guide for interpreting the experiment. The model thus developed is sufficient to highlight the effectiveness of wavelet transmittance functions. In the simulated example, as described below, the WTF is applied to nodal vibration displacements of the damaged and healthy beams. The change in the displacement magnitude due to the presence of the crack would be reflected in the WTF map.
The simple finite element beam model consists of 8 beam elements. The simulated crack location is placed in the element where the actual physical crack is positioned on the beam described in detail in the next section of this paper. The dimensions of the simulated beam are 35 × 1 × 1.25 inches in size. The simulated crack in the beam is 0.6 inch deep. The crack is 8.7 inches from the fixed-end of a cantilever beam. The simulation computes a damage case with the crack and a healthy case without the crack. Newton's Second Law of Motion is represented by the following equation:
where K is stiffness, M is mass, C is the damping, and F is the force applied to the system as a point load. Then, Newton's Second Law is converted into state-space form,
to compute the set of linear equations and produces the displacement for the cantilever. Proportional damping (a) Wavelet Transform from sensor 1 for the healthy beam.
(b) Wavelet Transform from sensor 2 for the healthy beam. completes the matrices, and the initial displacement is given to y as a state-space vector. Figure 1 depicts a 4-element simulated cantilever that illustrates the positioning of the crack within the beam. The numbers separated by a comma on top of the beam represent the degrees-of-freedom (DOF), and the other numbers identify the element. With the state-space equations for an eight-element beam, Fig. 2(a,b) illustrates the displacement for DOF 5 and 7. The healthy beam has lower displacement amplitude in Fig. 2(a) at 43.1 Hz than the simulated damage beam in Fig. 2(b) at 38.1 Hz due to the stiffness reduction caused by the crack. Also, node 7 has higher displacement amplitude than node 5 for both cases, because cantilever deflection increases closer to the free-end of the beam. 
Experimentation
Experimental data from a thick aluminum beam with a fatigue crack and a thick composite flexbeam with an embedded delamination is analyzed using time signal analysis and wavelet analysis for detection of the damage and the extent of it. The experiments thus conducted and the analysis conducted thereof, are pre- sented in the following sections.
Detection of a fatigue crack in a thick aluminum beam using WTF and NDI
One technique to identify changes or damage in structures is by analyzing the structural vibration [14] [15] [16] [17] . Vibration signals measured before the onset of a crack will be different from the signals after a crack has formed. The fatigue crack will open and close causing frequency and amplitude changes in time waveforms. These frequency and amplitude variations are difficult to detect and quantify using Fourier analysis [18, 19] .
In this experiment, time waveforms captured from identical healthy and damaged beams are compared to determine the effect of a crack on the vibration response. The effectiveness of wavelet analysis to detect a fatigue crack in a beam is also investigated. Both beams as shown in Fig. 4 are 35 × 1 × 1.25 inches in dimensions as noted in the above simulated example. The fatigue crack in the damaged beam is also indicated WTF using Morlet Wavelet in Fig. 4 . The size of the crack is 0.6 inch deep and the crack was grown from a 0.1 inch notch on the top of the beam. The fatigue crack was developed using a three-point-bend fixture, and the beam was cycled at its yield strength until the crack formed. The load was then reduced until the crack reached the desired depth. Figure 4 also shows two cantilever beams with three Lead Zirconate Titanate (PZT) patches attached to each beam. The PZT patch near the clamped end of the beam is used as the actuator (A). The second and third PZT patches are used as sensors (S1 and S2). The measurements were recorded by a LeCroy oscilloscope at a 10 kHz sampling rate and downloaded onto a PC hard drive through a RS-232 connection. This objective of this experiment was to apply the WTF and NDI on the sensor outputs to identify a fa- tigue crack in a cantilever beam. How the fatigue crack affects each beam can be determined by examining the strain vibration signals from sensors S1 and S2 for transient and sinusoidal excitations. Figure 5 shows the time responses from sensors S1 and S2 due to the free response of the healthy beam. The tip of the beam was initially displaced at the free end, for a known amount, to generate the free response. The first natural frequency of the healthy beam is found to be at 38.8 Hz. The time responses from sensors S1 and S2 as shown in Fig. 5 have a small amplitude difference that is associated with the location of the PZT sensors on the cantilever beam. The strain field is larger in S1 because of the larger bending moment closer to the fixed end WTF using Morlet Wavelet of the beam. The wavelet transforms in Fig. 6 do not indicate any substantial differences in the responses of sensors S1 and S2 for the healthy case. The WTF for the free response of the healthy beam is computed using the signals from sensors S1 and S2 and is plotted in Fig. 7 . The value from Eq. (23) is 1.6875 for the healthy beam. Figure 8 shows the time responses from sensors S1 and S2 due to the free response of the damaged beam. Figure 9 for the damage beam shows the wavelet transform plots for sensors S1 and S2. These wavelet transforms reveal the damage to the beam by the time required to reduce the amplitude of the time traces compared to Fig. 6 . The WTF for the damaged beam is shown in Fig. 10 . The S value is 1.2448 for the damaged beam, which has a natural frequency of 36.9 Hz. The free response of the damaged beam generates additional frequencies during the crack closure, which are apparent from the non-symmetric WTF map in Fig. 10 . The NDI is 0.2623 for the transient input.
WTF using Morlet Wavelet
The steady-state sinusoid responses from the healthy beam are shown in Fig. 11 . The steady-state sine responses from the damaged beam are shown in Fig. 12 , which illustrates the stiffness reduction caused by the fatigue crack. This stiffness reduction creates an amplitude reduction in the WTF that is shown by comparing Note, that that while the transient response (sensor voltage) magnitude is four times larger than the sine response; the NDI values are almost the same for the two different excitation cases. This is because the WTF is a normalized damage indicator that removes the effect of the amplitude of the excitation.
Note that the wavelet plots have sporadic undulations that are caused by the WTF calculation. There can be computational error associated with division. Examples of this error are most clearly evident at 0.02 and 0.06 seconds in Fig. 13 . The example numerically is the equivalent of dividing 0.0001 by 0.000001 that produces 100 as a WTF value. Thus, the frequency content is zero for the low frequency portion of the WTF plot. Also, there is a clipping algorithm to reduce the division error. Clipping creates the appearance of flat regions where the maximum amplitudes of two sensors are averaged and multiplied by a chosen percentage generating a cliplevel so the general trend of WTF plot is recognized. However, the clipping algorithm was not used in all WTF plots, the flat regions often just appear planar however higher resolution reveals undulations.
Detecting delamination in a helicopter flexbeam
Detection of fatigue cracks and delaminations is an important area of current research in helicopter rotor systems. The rotor components shown in Figure 15 require high maintenance. If a health monitoring scheme for the rotor systems could be developed to continuously determine the structural integrity of these components, this would improve the safety and reliability of rotorcraft and significantly reduce maintenance costs. The function of the monitoring system is to detect any damage occurring to the flexbeam and rotor blade, to monitor the dynamic response of the rotor system for high levels, and to provide usage information on the health and the dynamic response of the rotor system. This information would be available immediately and can be used to define the performance limit for the helicopter based on the condition of the structure. The challenges in designing this monitoring system are related to the materials and operating conditions of the rotor system. The flexbeam where it attaches to the rotor is a critical section that is thick and non-homogeneous and is constructed using fiberglass with a center aluminum layer. The loading conditions include: significant aerodynamic and large dynamic loads, external damping in bending and torsion modes. Also, there is difficulty monitoring pure interrogation signals in the airborne (rotating blade) condition. An experiment is performed using the flexbeam shown in Fig. 15(b) . A single cycle sinusoidal burst of 50 kHz is simultaneously input through the PZT patches S1 and S3 in both the legs of the flexbeam and is sensed by the collocated sensors S2 and S4 underneath. The input from the signal amplifier is used as the trigger to acquire the signal by an oscilloscope. The actuators and sensors were also reversed to verify the reciprocity of the responses. Figure 16 shows the cross sectional arrangement of the collocated sensors and the actuators and the composite material constituting each of the legs of the flexbeam. Dimensions and the exact thickness were not given for proprietary reasons, but various thickness measurements are referenced in Fig. 15(b) . Figure 17 shows the input excitation and the output responses from the damaged leg sensor S2, and from the healthy leg sensor S4. Clearly there are three characteristics present in Fig. 17 that distinguish between The leading edge amplitude of the output waveform obtained from the sensor S2 in the damaged leg is clearly attenuated compared to the leading edge amplitude of the output waveform obtained from the sensor S4 in the healthy leg. To explain this behavior, referring to Fig. 16 , the high frequency moment actuated on the top of the leg is not fully transferred to the bottom of the leg due to the delamination. Thus, the bottom patch on the leg with the delamination has a reduced and delayed strain response. An optimal excitation frequency in the range of 50 kHz to 75 kHz was chosen to locate damage and provide sufficiently large signal amplitude considering the excitation frequency, wavelength, and size of the PZT patch. Figure 18 is a FT of the signals and shows that the maximum energy occurs near 35 kHz for the input signal, 20 kHz for the healthy signal, and 35 kHz for the damaged signal. When exciting at low frequencies below 1 kHz, the global vibration modes of the flexbeam are excited and the damage is not obvious. The wavelet transforms of the time responses are shown in Fig. 19 using the Morlet wavelet. Figures 19(a, b) give the contour and mesh wavelet plots for the input excitation, respectively. Figures 19(a, b) show that the amplitude is large for the frequency range for the input excitation from 0 to 60 kHz with maximum energy intensity near 35 kHz, occurring from 0.5ms to 0.75ms. The output response in Figs 20(a, b) from the healthy leg sensor S4 is given in the contour and mesh wavelet plots. The frequency range shown in Figs 20(a,  b) of the healthy leg response at S4 is between 0 and 30 kHz with the maximum energy intensity occurring around 20 kHz from 0.25ms to 1.2ms. Figures 21(a,  b) show the contour and mesh wavelet plots for the output response from the damaged leg sensor S2 near the delamination. The Figs 21(a, b) also show that the frequency range for the damaged leg output response at S2 is between 10 kHz and 50 kHz with maximum energy intensity at around from 0.4ms to 0.1ms.
Clearly the time delay in the output response from the damaged leg sensor S2 near the delamination is longer than the output response from the healthy leg sensor S4. Also, the amplitude of the maximum energy for the healthy response (∼2. from the damaged leg as shown in Fig. 21 Energy during the "crack breathing" from the delamination may be converted into higher frequencies in the time waveform causing higher frequency scattering in the wavelet map.
Additionally, the WTF was investigated to determine how well this technique would quantify the non-linear effects created by the damage. The WTF was computed from the healthy and damaged leg of the flexbeam as shown in Fig. 22(a,b) . At one percent clipping the pattern became apparent in Fig. 22(a,b) with some spurious peaks, however, the pattern at five percent clipping is clear in Fig. 22(a,b) . This outline may represent the frequency-time region in which structural health monitoring could be conducted. A structural health monitoring technique could use the time axis to identify when the delamination readmits the high frequency components into the signal, and thus the location of damage through the depth of the flexbeam might be calculated. Dominant energy levels are depicted by the frequencies present in the time waveforms. This frequency content information could be utilized in a control algorithm to maintain structural integrity for in-flight reliability. Monitoring complex systems like the helicopter rotor system using WTFs can improve safety and reduce maintenance cost. However, environmental effects such as variations in flight speed could create additional non-linear behavior that has not been taken into account in this research. Note the WTF's amplitude is normalized to eliminate some environmental effects, which would prove beneficial on an actual rotor system. Further research is required to fully determine the sensitivity of the WTF method. This research should include vibrating the flexbeam transversely and using the four patches as sensors only to measure the strain responses and compute WTF's to detect damage. This would be a passive technique to detect damage and would simplify health monitoring on an operating helicopter.
Conclusions
When a fatigue crack or delamination opens and closes the stiffness of the structure changes and this causes frequency and time variations in the vibration response of the structure. These frequency and time variations are difficult to detect and quantify using conventional signal processing techniques. Accordingly, timefrequency analyses and dynamic strain signals were investigated to provide a more positive indication of damage. The simulated and the experimental data verified the effectiveness of using PZT patches bonded on the surfaces of thick aluminum and non-homogeneous composite materials for sensing known variations in time waveforms due to a fatigue crack or delamination. Furthermore, this approach is a simpler and less expensive method than embedding sensors in a material, which cannot be done in many applications.
This research highlights the potential of wavelet analysis to identify a fatigue crack using wavelet transforms due to their filtering capabilities. Thus, the wavelet transform has the potential to identify certain frequency content within broadband noise. Therefore, crack closures create high frequency acoustic waves WTF using Morlet Wavelet (a) WTF 5% clipping contour plot using the damaged (sensor S2) and healthy responses (sensor S4)
WTF using Morlet Wavelet (a) WTF 5% clipping mesh plot using the damaged (sensor S2) and healthy responses (sensor S4) and the ambient noise creates broadband noise. The wavelet signal processing technique has the ability to isolate the dominant energies or frequencies present within those time signals. However, a pure transmittance function does not filter data; and, as a result, transmittance is often very difficult to interpret. By filtering the noise out of the time signal in the wavelet transform the resulting WTF produces a NDI, which is a meaningful value that can evaluate structural integrity. An application of the wavelet transform and WTF also produced meaningful results concerning the amplitude and time variations that happen due to delaminations in a helicopter flexbeam. Also, the WTF's amplitudes normalize the energy levels present in the time waveforms minimizing the environmental effects, which make the technique suitable for practical use. Most importantly, a region was shown that may identify the time and frequency information useful for damage quantification.
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